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CHAPTER VI: 
GE~ERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

PSY~HIATRIC battle casualties are, and will remain, a problem no~ only for 
the Army Medical Services but for all, branches of the Army,:f~nd a problem, . 
moreover, which must be studied not only in time 'of war but also during
peacetime.' The campaign in N.-W. Europe, opening as it did after five years 
of war; made the problem of conservation of man-power in the forward area 
doubly serious, as the Medical Services cO'ulcl ill afford. to evacuate psychiatric 
casualties which could have been prevented or presented prospects of early 
and complete "cure.". Moreover, however well' a unit or formation mayhave 
been trained for battle and thoroughly "vetted":hy a psychiatrist to sift out 
the personnel of poor moral fibre, it is nevertheless inevitable that . psychiatric' 
casualties will occur in sufficient mimhers to constitute a problem to the Medical 
~c::rvices. Indeed, at one stage in th,e Normandy Bridgehead during the heavy 
fighting in the Caen sector, psychiatri<;: battle casualties rose to such an extent 
in .some formations as .to comprise more than one-fifth of the total battle 
casualties from all causes. Fortunately prompt measures soon reduced thi~ 
incidence to· some 12 to 14 per cen~ of the to~al battle casualties. 

The. direct causes of "nervous exhaustion" under· battle' conditions ~ppear 
tobe:- . , . 

(i) Continuous hard fighting, without adequate periods of rest. 
(ii) The damaging effect on morale of' heavy mortar fire, and especially of 

casualti~s amongsr friends. or respected officers and NCOs. 
(iii) Horrors and mutilating effects of H.E. 

11) 

, .. 
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The Medical Services ifl.~jvort~W~st Europe (19444$): .,' 

. (iv) The apparent isolation felt.by· troops octupy:ing forward defence posi
tions-a factor absent· in 'the 1914-"18 'war,when;'the'tiench system afforded 
some security for contact and liaison. 

(v) War weariness amongst veterans of the Western Desert. 
(vi) Lack "of good junior leade~s.()~ing to heavy and selective demands of 

the R.A.F. (and to a lesser extent of the R;N.)'for potential pilots and "skippers" 
recruited from th.e mOJ;e intelligent proportion of the Services intake. 

(vU) ,The removal of the ,stigma and punishment for.exhibitipg cowar.dice 
in face of the 'enemy.' ' " , ', 
'-.', TO'-prevent avoidable "breakdown" in personnel of poor moral fibre and 
to ensure speedy rehabilitation.... ,of, minor· 'psychia~ric casualties returned to' 
front-line duties it was essential to obtain full co-operatio.n of unit M.O.s, 
and· of unit officers and NCOs in the following measures:-

(i) The' building up of a good "team spirit" within. the' unit. 
(ii) Good leadership and encouragem.ent of "waverers" by personal example. 
(iii) Thorough training to give men' full confidence in their weapons. ' 
(iv) Surveillance of returning psychiatric casualties and potential "weak 

spirits" not only by the unit M.O. but by his company officer and platoon 
NCO. ' ' 

(v) General "man management," including full explanation of the unit's 
role in current operations and the broad outline plan to its progress. Avoid
ance of bciredot,n; ensuring full and adequate rest and especially hot food and 
drink even in ~6rward P?sitions.· " 

The Build-up of the Army Psychiatric S~rvice. 
Before the landings in N.-W. Europe, one specialist in psychiatry had been: 

attached 'to ~a,ch, Corps, and one to Army troops. In addition one Field 
Dressing Station had been allotted to' each Corps for training in the handling 
of "battle exhaustion casualties." All psychiatric cases were to be diagnosed 
"Exhaustion," with the. object of choosing a label which would not suggest 
to the soldier an organic disability but rather something from which he 
might confidently expect to recOVer within a short time. 
. Regimental Medical Officers treated cases' of simple "physical exhaustion~' 

in their own Regimental Aid, Posts. More severe exhaustion cases requiring 
measures other than simple rest were evacuated to the Corps Exhaustion 
Centre formed by the Corps Field Dressing Station. 
, , 

The Corps lj:xhaustion Centre. 
The aim carried ou~ was the sorting and treatment of those cases which 

were likely to recover to such an extent as to be fit for further front-line duties 
within orie to seven days. Cases which required a longer period of treatment 
were evacuated further -ba<;k. In the early stages of the campaign, owing to 
the small size of the br~dgehead, the general medical policy was to evacuate 
all casualties-even mild-to the United Kjngdom. Thus, it was only possible 
to hold cases 'for forty-eight hours and only the very mild' cases with a strong 
likelihood of return t~ front-line duties were treated. Later, ,when the bridge
head, became larger, an organization was set up for dealing with psychiatric 

/' 
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· R ... Gwyn Evans )'1 : 

casualties.atArmy.level. . This. meant that the original aim. could be put into. 
effect. .., " ... 

As far as possible, the lay-out has always' been the same,. viz. : ~. 
(i) Admission and sorting department. 
(ii) Treatment department.,--ehiefly for sedation and resuscitation. . .' 
(iii) Rehabilitation department, comprisIng accommodation for sleeping, 

reading, writing, dining, etc. . , .. 
A diagrammatic sketch of a tented Corps Exhaustion Centre is attached 

at Annexure. "A." 

Admission and Sorting Department. 

Here full particulars were taken as usual and entered up in the A & D 
Book. A.general physical examination was made by the medical officer to 
exclude the chance.of physical disease. A few men were found to be suffering 
from such infections as .scabies, lice, impetigo, etc. It was important at this 
stage, that if a man was free from physical disease, he was given strong 
reassurance that this was so. Owing. to the warm weather, few cases were 
cold and shocked, but in cold or wet weather this would have been an impor
tant factor needing prompt resuscitatioA tre~tment. Very few cases were 
encountered in which previous sedation by regimental ,or other unit medical 
officers had not been given.. In fact, in the early days, there was a tendency 
~o ~vef~sedate to such an extent t~at pa,tients arrived as "lying'~ ,ca~ei;: ~xcept 
m those who are very restless, thIS should :not be necessary, th~, aIm bemg to 
produce. a state of mildly doped quietness, so that the patient can arrive 
"sitting." 

Obvious psychotics and severe psychoneurotics, for whom prolonged 
treatment would be" necessary, were not· retained, but transferred as soon as 
possible to the Psychiatric Centre in L 'of C' area. . Patients for whom a longer 
period than. one week, but less than three weeks' treatment, was necessary 
were sent to an Army Exhaustion Centre (a Field Dressing Station organized 
on similar lines to this being described). 

Treatment Department. -

The necessity for resuscitation of shocked cases has already been stressed. 
The most important factor· in treatmenr was slt;.ep free from anxiety. It was 
far better to over-sedate than under, otherwise the patient was restless and 
readily disturbed by external stimuli, such as a light, noise, etc. A fairly 
common cause of disturbed sleep when under sedation with barbiturate drugs 
was bladder distension. A few cases of rete~tion of urine occurred 'but it was 
never necessary to catheterize; an enema always did the trick I A general 
explanation was given to each man. about the cause of his breakdown,. accen
tuating the exhaustion factor and the fact that it was now necessary to ensure 
that he got deep sleep. Sedation was heavy for the first twenty-four to thirty
six hours. Thus, it was necessary to give a sedative every 'four to six hours 
on the order of the medical officer. As a rule, each patient was 'a'Yakened f()r 
meals-which were. light and mainly fluid-and was made' to empty his 
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168 The Medical Services,.in North-West Europe (1944-45) 

bladdet befote gain-g. to sleep again. Stretchers'- were used' as ·beds, and .lights 
kept fairly dim but not dark. 

Drugs: (a) Soluble Bar:bitone(Mediizal);-Al'I:initial dose of 10-20 grains 
and repeated every four to six hours proved excellent. . 

(b) PentothalSodium.-To' very restless patients was given an initial dose 
of 'a' few> c.c., foHowed later bymedinal. 

(c) Phenobarbitone 1 ~ grains and hyoscine- 1/100 grain intramuscularly 
was also .tried·out:as:an initial method of controlling; very restless' patients. It 
proved very ~ffective.Here again, s~ation ~s maintained by' the use of 
medinal. 

No other drugs were used. 
Regimental· Medical Officers and other medical unit officers have· tended 

to- use exclusively 'phenobarbitone' (luminal), but it is not. considered that· this 
is as useful a drug as barbitone soluble (medinal). It is more, cumulative and 
less quickly excreted. One soldier arrived at the Corps Exhaustion Centre in 
a very collapsed· state and required energetic resuscitation. He had been given 
far t06 much luminal during the various stages of evacuation and, in addition, 
at one medical unit, had receivefl morphia. " , 

During sedation ,it was necessary to. watch the pulse-rate, a drop below 50 
being an inditationof barbiturate intolerance. Nursing orderlies' were' in-
structed to turn men who were restless· and talk to them in a quiet reassuring 
manner if they were muttering in their, -sleep. This was usually an indication 
of too little sedative,' uncomfortable bed, full bladder, etc .. Night orderlies 
were also made to render morning reports. Fluids were given as often as 
possible to aid elimination of sedatives. 

When the effect of seda,tion had passed off and the exhaustion abated, each 
patient was ·gi:ven a psychiatric interview; it was then possible to decide with 
even, more accuracy which cases needed further -evacuation and those selected 
were evacuated forthwith. At the end of approximately forty-eight hours the' 
remainder were transferred to the rehabilitation department. 

Reha bilitation Department. 
The main function of this department was an attempt to rebuild the man's 

confidence and restore his personal pride. It was organized, by- the stretcher 
bearer officers (non-medical) of the various Field Dressing Stations who did 'a 
remarkably good job. 

The factors of importance aimed at were-feeling of security (e.g. 'away 
from gunfire if possible), ?omely atmosphere, with such comforts as wireless 
set, reading material, good and well-served. food, change of clothing, provision 
of writing material, and good facilities for further rest and ~leep when neces
sary. ,This restoration of the mah's confidence and feeling of. personal pride 
was aided in other ways, ~.g. by intimate talks with him, by group discussions, 
which Were usually presided over by the stretcher bearer officer, by lectures on 
the war situation by meIIlbers of the Education Branch at Corps HQ. llnd, on 
one occasion, a talk by Corps Interrogation Officer, who took great delight in 
pointing out how very much worse was the lot of the German soldier! 
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R Gwyn;Evans . 

As far- as possible, men were arranged in groups rOHghly equivalent to the 
date'·of their'-transfer to the department. On the first day "up" they were left, 
more or less; to their own devices, so as to recover their legs. The remaining 
days they spent occupying their time with useful duties and play. They were 
encouraged to help in the wards and routine camp -d~ties,supplied with 
mending material to repair clothes, socks, etc. A certain amount of time was 
given' every day to organized games and P.T. , 

A point of extreme importance was the· fact that a large percentage. of men 
arri~ing at the. centre had no kit. Every effort was made to supply them with 
some of the necessities, such as razors, soap, shaving brushes, handkerchiefs, 
socks, etc. This w~s t)!xtremely difficult but partly overcome by the grand 
co-operation of the Welfare Services, who supplied welfare -packs, books, sports '" 
kit, etc. , 

On about the fourth or fifth day after admission to the centre, each man was 
give:r;t a second short psychiatric interview, so as to make certain he was fit to 

,return to unit. - The change in appearance, attitude and general outlook of 
each man had to be seen to be believed. 

The Normandy Bridgehead. 
During the whole of June it was not possible to retain for effective treatment 

any psychiatric casualties, since like all other casualties they could be held in 
medical units for forty-eight hours only, though in some cases this ,vas extended 
to three and even four days. Exhaustion centres opened' )from D + 8 -and 
worked ~ on this limite'd basis. It was impossible to do more than a simple 
triage and retain for duty those' few men who needed only rest and one or two 
good nights' sleep under sedation. . The remainder were sedated and e;vacuated. 
A few severe cases were given treatment to get them into better condition for 
evacuation. In these circumstances no't more than 10 per cent of exhaustion 
cases could be returned to full front line duty. . 

From the beginnirig it was apparent that many men were being evacuated 
who, had it been possible to retain and treat them adequately, would have 
recovered sufficiently to employ on either full duty or duty at base. Moreover, 
rightly or wrongly, the impression grew that the incidence of psychiatric 
casualties was exorbitant and that evacuation across the channel constituted an 
easy means of escape for those of poor 'morale. Neither contention was really 
correct; the incidence. was actually about half what had been expected, and 
from the beginning Corps psychiatrists were fillly aware of their responsibilities 
in preventing the merely frightened individual or unwilling man making this 
his route of escape. 

Towards the end of June and beginning of July when the advanced section 
of 32 General (Psychiatric) Hospital arrived at Bayeux, and when 32 Field 
Dressing Station was opened at Vaux-sur-Mer as Second Army Rest Centre, 
conditions allowed the policy of evacuation of psychiatric casualties to be 
revised. Corps centres were able to retain cases for longer periods, the per
ceIltage . returned to full duties in the line rapidly rose to between 30 and 40 
per cent of those treatea, niilder neurotics were rehabilitated at the Rest Centre 
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t70 The Medical Service'$'ir{'North-West Europe (1944-45) 

and given . useful employ~ent at Base and severe cases evacuated .to. 32 Gen. 
Hosp. where more prolonged treatment was possible. By the end of July the 
only psychiatric cases which needed evacuation (except before an extensive 
push when wholesale evacuation is inevitable) were psychotics,' psychoneuro~ 
tics' 'and unstable defectives. 

. "'From figures available it is interesting to show the number of exhaustion 
cases arriving at three forward medical units during the· first ten days of the 
invasion, shown at Annexure "B." . \ 

. 'Seasoned Divisions produced as many as or more exhaustion casualties than 
green Divisions. A good contrast was the 6th Airborne Div and the 51st 
(Highland) Div fighting alongside each other under similar strain, the first 
almDst wholly green, the second full of old' campaigners (see Annexure "B"). 

Divisional Exhaustion Centres. 

During July and·August our Corps exhaustion centres were taxed to the 
utmost; for example the centre opened by 8 Corps dealt witP. over 1,500 cases' 

_ over a period of seven weeks. . 
The month of July saw a major 'step forward in the treatment and return 

to duty of exhaustion casualties by the opening of Divisional exhaustion 
centres. These centres took to the !york admirably and showed an immediate 
dividend In. the shape' of a 50 per centt:eturn to duty. By the end of the 
monJh over four~teen Field Dressing Sta'tions had functioned as Divisional, 
Corps or Army exl;1austion centres and credit was due to them all .for the. 
remarkable way they adapted themselves'to their novel and arduous task. 

After ~hose early days it became the policy for each Division, when invoived 
in any major aqjon, to open up its own Divisional centre. 

As an example of the sterling work performed by these centres it is worth 
quoting figures from a Field Dressing Station in 53 (W) Div which f~nctioned 
entirely for the reception of exhaustjon cases during the months January, to 
March, 1945 (inclusive). . . ' 

A total of 340 patients were admitted and dealt with as follows:-
Returned to full duties 181 = 53 per cent 
Transferred to Corps exhaustion centres 152 ~ 
Other method of disposal (to CCSs and 

Gen Hosps) 6 
Absconded I 

340 

The Army Psychiatric Centre. 

Very early on in the campaign (July, 1944) it was decided that the establish
ment ofa psychiatric centre at Army level would be profitable. The first unit 
.used ,for this purpo~e was No 31 Field Dressing Station and during those days 
It .acted as an_ extn!m~ly.useful "stop-gap" taking overflow cases from 'Corps 
centres filled to capaCIty. Later, when the incidence of psychiatric casualties 
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R Gwyn Evans. 1.7J. 

lessened hbeca,me the .policy·.toopen up. the Army centre in the, vicinity of 
Reinforcement Holding Units and the Convalescent Depot. ,Roughly 25. per 
cent of the patients. seen by the psychiatrist attached. to this centre initiated 
from the R.H.V. and there· is no doubt that averYilppreciablenumber of 
unsuitable combatant soldiers were conveniently, weeded out at this level. . 

During the period November, 1 94+.-,-March, 1945, in addition to the usual 
clinical work of the centre, shoh courses in psychiatry lasting .three or four day~ 
were heJd weekly for 'Regimental and other Medical Officers. When, owi:ng' 
to operational. necessity these courses were terminated, over 40 medical men 
had attended so that each Corps now had a good sprinkling of doctors who 
had derived some instruction in ~he methods of forward psychiatry. 

Treatment Policy .. 
Throughout the campaign the policy deliberately pursued was to return tei 

duty too many rather ihanioo few psychiatric cases. Naturally an apprecial?le 
relapse rate was to be expected, but even so approximately one-third of 
exhaustion cases treated returned to and remained at full duty. This repre
sented a round figure of 4,400 men saved for further battle at a time when the 
man-power situation was critical. .... . I . 

, .. ... Clinical Syndrome~ . 
.. " It must be remembered that these cases were, seen very early iil, their illness, 
very, often within a few hours of onset and that a characteristic is the amazing 
way 'in which new symptoms appear and disappear. Thi1s' made clear-cut 
classification very difficult, but in the cases. seen there seemed to exist a sufficient 

, grouping of symptom complexes to permit separation of lO clinical syndromes, 
most o~ which varied in accordance with the method by which the person 
attempted to deal with his overwhelming anxiety. If not tre.tted, such syn
dromes became much more clear-cut and stabilized. The prevention of such 
stabilization was the target· of forward psychiatric treatment. 

(i) Simple Terror States (6 per cent).-These were usually acute and sudden 
in onset, developing under conditions of great strain, often affecting men of 
previous excellent stability and immature youths in battle ·for the first time .. 

There were two main types, indicating a positive and negative reaction to 
the situatiqn. Thus, the individual shouted,· screamed and ran about in an 
aimless manner or, on the other hand, he collapsed, appeared dazed, confused 
and terror stricken, was afraid to move and was resentful·of interference .. On 
the wh9k this type responded well to treatment. 

(ii) Anxiety States (55 per cent).-(a) Mild: Signs varied, but commonest 
were sweating, trembling, jittery anxious expectation of being hit, bombed or 
shelled. They were often given to weeping' and complained of sleeplessness 

. with battle dreams. Startle reaction was marked and they reacted automa
tically to any sudden noise and flashes of light. They were, however, co-opera
tive and well· behaved and usually optimistic concerning recovery. In some 
cases there, was an associated depression-usually not severe and related to a 
sense of guilt and inferiority over having had to quit while their comrades 
were still fighting.· . 
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17.2 The Medical Services in North-West Europe (1944-45) 

'As recovery progressed and anxiety decreased, they, usually became eager 
torettirn to duty. ' , 
, (b ),Severe: These' cases presented an intenselY' striking an~. unforgettable 

picttne. They came in terror-stricken, usually' mute; an~ wlth, very coarse 
tremors of the limbs; often 'bursting into sudden fits of crymg or· laughter for 
no apparent reason. Startle reaction was very severe and uncontrollable~the, 
least noise caused intense activity and 'increase in, the terror-stricken: appearance. 
Even wheri absolute quiet reigned, the' patient was seized with a spasm of 
severe' trembling. He resembled, in fact, a frightened, inarticulate child,well 
past any organized behaviour. When talked to, his facial expression presented 
a child:like appeal for help.' . 

Fortunately these severe anxiety states were not common, but they were 
often difficult to distinguish from a psychosis. Such cases required a longer 
period of treatment than was possible at Corps level, but an extended period 
of treatment at Base. 

(iii) Stuporose States (3 per cent).~On arrival such cases were in a state of 
stupor, lying quietly in bed, staring at nothing in particular and oblivious to 
what was going on around them. There' was no response to questions, but 
they automatically obeyed commands. If made to get up, they either collapsed 
immediately ~r took a few t~ttering' steps .and'then collapsed. The striking 
feature was the complete absence of anxiety and- as recovery proceeded they 
often developed hysterical conversion symptoms and speech defects in the 
form of a stammer. The stuporose condition usually only lasted a few hours, 
but it might go on' for days or even weeks. Sometimes it terminated quite 
suddenly. The treatment of such cases I was not undertaken at' the Corps. 
exhaustion centre, the prognosis for return to combatant duty being Roor. 

(iv) Conversion Hysteria (8 per cent).-The percentage of cases of true con
version hysteria without any trace of 'knxiety has been small. As previously 
described, many of the symptoms such as mutism' and stammering occur in 
association with anxiety states. It has frequently been noted that theconver
sion may have a deceptive organic basis, e.g. mild trauma of the tympanic 
membrane, due to concussion, resulting in complete deafness. 

The commonest -hysterical states met with have been stammering, mutisll1;, 
deafness and blindness (complete or partial), paralysis of the limbs and painful 
conditions which arise after some trivial injury. Included under this heading 
Were a few cases of true amnesic fugue states. . 

While it may be easy enough to remove such conversion symptoms, there 
frequently develops afterwards an anxiety state, and for this' reason no attempt 
at a cure was made at Corps level. All were evacuated for more extensive and 
prolonged treatment. 

(v) Depressive States (9 per cent).-Clear-ctit depression seldom occurred .. 
. Usually it was a symptom accompanying other manifestations of an' anxiety 
,and only when this anxiety subsided did the. depression become obvious. The 
patients walked about-usually on their own-with a stooping gait and hang
.dog expression; they complained of complete lack of interest, difficulty in con
centration and generally felt "all was lost." 'There were often' well~marked 
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guilt feelings about having failed in their duty. In .one p~rticular infantry 
division, there were :rather high percentages of such 'depresslVe states, due to 
grief for the loss of comrades with whom they,had been intimate~y associated 
for almost the entire period of the war. Many officers whom I exammed showed 
evidence of well-mark~d depression. They were usually over-conscientious, 
highlysensiti.ve, obsessional personality types. . .' 

Except in very mild cases, treatment at Corps level 'was unsatisfactory. The 
greater percentage, therefore, were evacuated to the psychiatric hospital, where 
a mc;>re prolonged treatment ,would fit them for limited employment. 

(vi) True Concussional States.-True concussion resulting from the effects 
of explosion was uncommon and did not amount to more than 2 per cent of 
the total exhaustion cases. ' , 

(vii), Psychosomatic Disturbance (2 per cent).-Only a few cas~s (less than 
,2 per cent) were placed in this category; 'some presented features of "effort 
,syndronic," and all were mildly chronic neurotics with vague symptoms referred 
to the alimentary tract and often showing enuresis. 

(viii) Simple Physical Exhaustion (4 per cent).-Most of these cases had 
associated anxiety features detectable only 'because physical exhaustion ,had 
impaired their normal concrol over "physiological anxiety." , 

(ix) Psychosis (1 per cent).-True psychotic breakdown was fortunately rare, 
but in these cases differential diagnosis was often difficult-the main clinical 
feature being a complete lack of 'anxiety or fear. rl' 

(x) Miscellaneous Group (10 per cent).-This group included mental defec
tives, malingerers, men of "poor moral fibre" and even criminal types. 

CONctUSIONS. 

There can be no room for doubt that a full and' efficient psychiatric service 
is essential in the modern Army. There should bean Assistant Director of 
Psychiatry (or Adviser in Psychiatry) at Army Headq~arters, with Deputies, 
in similar rol,e at Corps Headquarte:rs. Moreover, some form of specialist 
supervision should be available at· Divisional' level, either in the form of a 
Divisional psychiatrist or a visiting, psychiatrist (from a Corps "pool") whose 
services are available when necessary. 

With regard to the type of unit used for the purpose of treating psychiatric 
,battle casualties, it can be stated that the most versatile unit, the Field Dressing 
Station, has, always functioned efficiently whether at Divisional, Corps or Army 
le,:el. Occasionally Field Ambulances, sections, of Field Ambulances and even' 
beds at a CCS have been utilized-all with success. Divisional 'exhaustion 
centres proved their worth. Their use served many purposes, viz. a larger' 
"return to unit" rate, 'men 'were not lost to the Division, thereby causing less 
incentive to "give up" during battle, and Corps centres were not 'so over
burdened, with the result that treatment, at that level became more efficient 
and effective. 

Experience has shown that whereas the personnel of these units enjoyed 
their role temporarily they would not be so content it the obligation was _ a 
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174 The Medical Serviaes in North-West Europe (1944-45) 

'permanent one. At Corps and Divisional level this is not important but if 
we are to maintain the Army Psychiatric Centre, then a more permanent 
establishment seems necessary. The main reason for this suggestion is' that 
the type of case for treatment at Army level is usually one "passed back" 
from Corps psychiatrist and one cannot expect the personnel of a Field Dress
ing St~ti'bn to' be adept in dealing with and helping in the treatment of such 
cases. If at all possible therefore in the future, a permanent Army Psychiatric 
'Centre with its own war establishment to include a proportion of mental 
nursing orderlies and nursing officers would prove far more efficient. 

ANNEXURE" A." 

LAy-OUT OF A TENTED CORPS EXHAUSTION CENTRE. 

REC·EPTION. 

Tent GS Universal. u Officer-Shelter Portable No. 10. 
Extension-Shelter Portable No. 10. 
Annexe 160 lb. tent for preparation 

of hot sweet drinks. 

'SEDATION' WARDS. 

A: Documentation. 
B. Medical Examination.. D 
c. ,Provision of hot drinks. 1 

,p. Wash, change into pyjamas. 
E. Initial sedation. . 

D Psychiatrist's office for 
interviews. 

Marquee HP Extending, 
Capacity,~each 30 ~at~nts. 0 

o 
Tent GSU - annexe'. 

Eating utensils, bed
pans, urinals, wash-
ing utensils. ' 

Marquee HP Extending, 
Capacity each 30 patients. 

A. Selection cases for fm:t;her sedation and sleep. 
B. Overflow from 1 and 2. 
C.' Selection for Rehabilitation Ward . 

• REHABiLlTAT~ON. 
A. Normal domestic life. 
B. Enforced rest periods. 
c. Psychiatric interview. 
D. Selection for duty. 

D Marquee HP 
Extending; D Recreation. 

Radio. 
. , Cards. 

Games. 
Books. 

'ABCA 
lectures; 

. Capacity 22 persons. LJ Tent GSU 

EVACUATION POINT. 
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ANNEXURE .. B." 
EXHAUSTION CASES ARRIVING AT THREE FORWARD MEDICAL UNITS DURING 

THE PERIOD 6-16 JUNE, 1944. 

Day 
D 

D + 1 
D +2 
D+3, 
D +4 
D +5 
D +6 
D +7 
D +8 
D +9 
D + 10 

Number of battle cases 
114 
134 
125 
30 
52 

178 
149 
227 
96 

112 
248 

Number of exhaustion cases 

Total 

o 
o 
3 
1 
o 
6 

11 
23 
12 
15 
37 

Expressed as % of 
battle casualties·· 

o 
o 
3 
3 
o 
3. 
7 

10 
13 
14 
15 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF EXHAUSTION CASES BETWEEN SEASONED DIY (51 H~ 
DIY) AND AN UNTRIED DIV (6 AIRBORNE DIY) FIGHTING ALONGSIDE EACH 

OTHER IN "CAEN SECTOR. . . 

51 (H) Div. 6 Airborne Div. 
Exhaustion Exhaustion 

Battle Exhaus- Battle Battle' Exhausf . ,Battle 
Wee~ ending cas. tion cas. % cas. tion cas. % 

17 June '44 205 30 15 Om 54 3 
24 June '44 394 35 9 229 29 13 
1 July '44 177 76 43 164' 10 6 
Total (21 days) .. 776 141 18·2 2,264 93 4·1 . 

PSYCHIATRIC CASES. 

1.75 

Statistical Analysis.-During the North-West European Campaign, the total number 
of 'Wounds-Battle casualties-was 71,383. The number of .. Exhaustion" casualties 
~as 13,255. 

Detail figures are shown in the following table :-

Dates 
6-24 Jun 44. 

24 Jun-
29 Jul 44. 

29 Jul-
16 Sep 44. 

16 Sep
'7 Oct 44. 

Weekly 
Total Total Exhaus- exhaus-

exhaus
tion 

casualties 
928 

6,288 

2,199 

608 

wounds 
battle 

casualties 
8,818 

.tion as % 
of battle 

casualties 
11·1 

19,729. 23·8 

... : :, 

12,563 . 14·2 

4,309 12·5 

tion rate 
per 1,000 

troops 
1·67 

3·14 

Operation in 
progress 

Establishing 
bridgehead. 

Enlarging the' 
bridgehead oyer 
Orne and Odon and 
preparation for the 
breakout. 

1·17 Breakout from 
bridgehead and pur
suit into Belgium. 

0·78 Operation MARKET, 
GARDEN (Arnhem). 
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176 The Medical Services in No~th-West Europe (1944-45) 

Dates 
70ct-
.16 DecA4. 

16 Dec 44-
6 Jan 45. 

6 Jan-
24 Mar 45. 

24 Mar-
21 Apr.45. 

21 Apr-
12 May 45. 

Total. Total 
exhaus- wounds 

tion battle 
casualties casualties 

1,499 8,749 

146 926 

427 2,886 

895 11,379 

257 2,018 

Exhaus
tion as % 
of battle 

casualties 
14·3 

12·9 

12·8 

7·3' 

11·3 

Weekly 
exhaus
tion rate 

per 1,000 
troops 
0:56 

Operation in 
progress 

Clearing up to R. 
Maas. Adv to 
Over1oon and 
Venraij. TakiI).g of 
T i1 bur g an d 
S'Hertogenbosch. 

0·16 Battle of the 
Ardennes. 

0·22 Holding' the Maas. 
Operation VERITABLE 

Undertaken by First' 
Cdn Army 8 Feb-
10 Mar 45. 

0·54 Operation PLUNDER 

(Rhine crossing). 

0·23 Assault over R. Elbe 
and capture of 
Bremen leading up 
to final defeat of 
German Army. 

CHAPTER VII. 

CASUALTY AIR EVACUAT·!ON IN SECOND ARMY. 

June, 1944, to May, '1945. 

(1) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

Owing to the climatic conditions in North-West Europe, absolute relill;nce 
could not be placed on air lift for casualty evacuation. Nevertheless, even dur
ing the winter months, it was usually possible to evacuate cases by air on five or 
six days each week; on several occasions air evacuation did not take place on 
two successive days owing to bad weather. There were two instances of longer 
intervals when adverse weather prevented casualty air evacuation-one of four 
consecutive days and one of five consecutive days. " ' 

In addition the mounting of any large-scale airborne operation, or the ex
tensive use of aircraft for air resupply, invariably caused some limitation in the 
availability of aircraft for casualty evacuation. It was therefore necessary to 
ensure that alternative means of evacuation would be available at all times, 
should air eV'acuation of casualties break down either because of bad weather 
or non-availability of aircraft. Moreover there was always a proportion of cases 
unsuitable for air evacuation which had of necessity to be cleared by ambulance 
train, in particular infectious fevers, psychotics. earlier post-operative chest and 
abdominal cases and prisoners of war. " 

It is interesting to note that during the latter part of April, 1945, during the 
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R . . Gwyn . Evans 177 

. advance to the Elbe and on to the' Baltic, there was no necessity for ambulance 
train evacuation; infectioUs fevers· were held in Army General Hospitals until 
free from infection and fit for evacuation by air, whilst PW sick and casualties 
were hospitalized in captured German medical installations, and consequently 
the only cases that could not ultimately be evacuated by air were a few psy<;ho
tics. The average daily casualty airlift from Army area during peak battle 
periods was 334 'cases daily~ Highest casualty air-evacuation figures recorded 
were 816 and 645. ' 

(2) CASUALTY CARRYING AIRCRAFI'. 

The airdaft used for casualty evacuation were almost entirely Dakotas, 
although Sparrow aircraft were used in the summer and autumn of 1944. 

(a) Dakota aircraft 

(b) 

. (i) Normal Capacity 

(ii) Short flight capacity 

If aircraft fitted with 
US Army stretcher-sling 

Sparrow aircraft 

Lying cases .. , 
SittIng cases .. . 
Lying cases ... . 
Sitting cases .. . 
Lying cases .. . 
Sitting cases .. : 
Lying cases .. . 
Sitting cases, ... . 

l~} 24 

18 -12'} 30 

24 \. 30 
6 J 

14 "\ 
7 j 21 

. - (3) PLANN!NG. '. 

During the planning phase of each operation, early contact was made 'with· 
the SMO 83 Group RAF to whom the outline Army Medical :rlan was ex-

, plained and the proposed hospital areas discussed in their relation to suitable 
airfields for casualty evacuation. After agreement had been reached on this; 
bids were made for facilities for casualty air evacuation from the selected air- . 
field:- ' . . 

(a). by DDMS to "Q" Branch Second Army. 
(b) by SM~ 83 Group RAF to ACA 83 Group: 

Allocation of medical units as between Army and RAF Group to cover 
casualty air' evacuation was decided in. consultation with SMO 83 Group and 
target dates agreed for moves of units and cominencemc:nt of air evacuation. 
Finally SMO 83 Group, was given a forecast of probable casualty air lift re
quired during the first few days of the operation. 

. . (4) MEDICAL ORGA~IZATlON FOR CASUALTY AIR EVACUATION. 

(a) Casualty Air Evacuation Cushion.-Experience showed that a large 
casualty holding was required close to the airfield (not more than 3 to 5 miles 
distant). Holding capacity was required for 120 to ISO cases so that by filling 
"the cl!shion" overnight sufficient casualties were readily available for four to 
~ix aircraft (usually two to UK and the remaining two to four to L of C). 

The following requirements are essential at any unit functioning as casualty 
air evacuation cushion: - .. 

(i) Good nursing under supervision of nursing officers. . 
. . (ii) At least one and preferably two surgical teams. In practice these alIlply 

justifiecfl t~eir presenct:! dealing with urgent surgery arising during evacuation 

19 
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, " 

i 

'or as a result of delay in evacuation'(espechillysupervening;gas gangrene). The' 
presence of surgeons was also necessary to advise on the suitability of doubtful 
surgical cases for air evac, and to provide emergency surgery for units in the 
airfield areas. ' 

(iii) Adequate holding capacity with reasonable facilities for meals (including 
light 'diets) and other essentials for short-term holding of post-operative cases. 

(iv) Provision for resuscitation, including. cO,ntinuation of intravenous drip, 
transfusions and penicillin treatment. ' 

(v) X-ray facilities. " 
On the few occasions when EDSs were utilized for casualty' air evacuation 

, cushions it was invariably necessary to attach an FSU and a number of nursing 
officer~and even then air cushi'on lacked sufficient holding capacity and post
operativ'e supervision suffered. For this, reason in the last eight months of the 
campaign the casualty air evacuation cushion was invariably formed 'by a 
Casualty Clearing Station (usually the Army Tps CCS). " " 

On occ,!-sions, 83 Group RAF, undertook to establish the Casualty Air 
Evacuation Cushion, utilizing one Flight of an RAF Casualty Air Evacuation 
Unit which fulfilled all requirements. ' 

(b) Casualty Air Evacuation Section . .--:.This was established on the airfields, 
and was invariably formed by the CAES o~ a Mobile Field Hospital RAF. The 
rdle .of the CAES~'was to provide sheltered and covered accommodation on the 
airfield Ifor 50 to' 70 casualties ,awaiting emplaning; it had no real nursing 
potential and' being' only a transit section it could only provide refreshments 
and hot drinks. 
'- The staff of the CAES' were responsible for the emplanittg of c~sualties and 
worked in close conjunction with flignt control. 

, The CAES is not designed or equipped to hold cases overnight. ' 
(c) The Medical Air Liaison Officer.-Attempts to obtain approval for a 

Medical Air Liaison Officer (MALO) to be authorized on the establishment of 
Medical Branch Army Headquarters met with no succe'ss, and' as the presence 

, of an RAMC officer to "act as MALO at the casualty evacuation' airfield was 
essential to the success of air evacuation it was therefore necessary to detach 
a Major RAMC from a Field Ambul<l;nce for full time duty as MALO. ' 

(d) Ambulance Cars-Allocation for Air Evacuation.-(i) During peak 
battle periods one section of six amb cars were permanently engaged 'on the 

,.; airfit:ld con-(reying casualties from the CAES' to' ai:rcraft. ' 
(ii) Depending on the, number of casualties for air evacuation and the 

distance of the Casualty Air Evacuation Cushion from the airfield a further 
one or' two sections of 3;mbulance 'cars were allotted to convey casualties from 
the cushion to the CAES. ' Usually, one section of six amb cars was permanently 
allotted f()r shuttling cases from the cushion to the CAES, and a second section 
assisted in the shuttling of cases to fill the cushion at night, and again (if 
necessary) dur,ing the late morning for the afternoon air lift. 

, (5) SELECTiON OF CASUALTIES FOR AIR EVACUATION. " ' 

(a) Priority air evac cases as a general rule selected from the foU!wing:-
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(i) Serious eye cases. 
-(ii) Max~lhfadal·, cases {NON-dyspnreic). 
(iii) Compound fractures. 

/. 

(iv) Neurosurgical cases. . 

179. 

(v) Head injuries. , . 
(b) As far as possible the following types of casualties were NOT evacuated 

byair:-
(i) Psychotics and epileptics . 

. ' (ii) Dyspnreics including serious chest wounds. 
(iii) Post-operative abdomens (within ten days of operation). 
(iv) Severe shock. 
(v) Infectious"fevers (it still in the 'infective &tage). 
(vi) Restless or convulsive cases-e.g. head wounds with convulsions. 

(c) Cases for air. evacuation from Army area were classified "X," "Y" ot "Z" 
into one of the following categories (dept;ndent on the l?-ospitaJ holding policy 
in Army and L of C Cen Hosps): - , 

. (i) "X "-for L of C only al}p. NOT to be sent to UK, i.e. short-term sick 
or cas---,-tonsillitis, respiratory infections, whitlows and superficial 
CSWs. (Note: US Airborne Tps should not be incl in this 
category.) . ' 

I '2\. (ii) "Y"-for L of C or UK according to available aircraft. Cases inter
mediate between "X" and '~Z" (in cl us Airboriiec Tps who. would 
otherwise be in category:'X"). . ' 

(iii) "Z"~for UK if at all possible, i.e. -long-term sick and cas-coropo\lnd 
fractures, cases with head or nerve.injury, eye' injuries, p6st-
diphtheritics (free from ,inJe:~tion)!' etc. " -

(6) DOCUMENTATION .. 
Air-sea evacuation labeis were used for all cases sent for air evacuation; to 

avoid delay and last-minute documentation any case likely to be evacuated by 
air was in fact documented for air evacuation. 

(7) EVACUATION FROM FORWARD. UNITS. 
Only on one occasion was air evacuation instituted direct from CC Ss within 

a Corps area. As a general policy less delay ensued if cases for air 'evac we.re 
cleared to ZOO-bed Gen Hosps in' the Armyaiea in the normal manner-then 
transferred \ to the Casualty Air E vac Cushion. . 

There were, however, three outstanding illustrations of operations in which 
the existence of light aircraft for evacuation of casualties from Rear Corps Area 
to Army Medical ,installations would have proved invaluable in saving time 
and cutting out long rqad evacuations: (a) the advance'tq Belgium; (b) operac 
tion Market Carden-evacuation from- Nijmegan; (c) the advance from ~e 
Rhine bridgehead. . 

Provision of light aircraft for the sole purpose of evacuation of. casualties 
within Army area would be an invaluable asset to the existing facilities for 
evacuation and a great benefit in arranging evacua.tion of special cases-h~ad 
injuries:'maxiIIo facial cases, etc. '. . . . 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR COMMITMENTS 

ARISING FROM ~HE OCCUPATION OF GERMANY. ' 

GENERAL. 

With the crossing of the River Rhine, it was obvious that nume~ous medical 
commitments would, have to be faced by the Army Medical Services, quite 
apart from the purely tactical problems of a rapid mechanized advance tl~rough 
hostile country. Sqme provision had obviously to bl;! made for arranging 
medical attention and any necessa~y evacuation for allied prisoners of war 
liberated in German prison camps; another, commitment would obviously arise 
from the medical and technical supervision of German, Military Hospitals, 
Auxiliary Hosp.itals and medical stores overrun in ,the advance. And finally, to 
add even more to thy, medical burden the medical staff of Military Government 
existed only in skel~ton form-a skeleton staff without any ·adequate material 
resources equipment or pe.rsonnel with which to plan for and meet their com
mitments; obviously help would have to be given from Army Medical Services' 
to meet the Military Government's needs' in dealing with Displaced Persons' 
(DPs) and other problems, such as concentration camps and civil epidemics. 
Consequently, it was decided that the Medical Advisory Staff to Military 
Governm~nt 'wopld submit their plans to the Medical Staff at Army H.Q. so 
that full provision could be made to afford them the necessary help and re
sources without in any way depleting the medical potential considered essential 
for the succeSSful conclusion of the Army's operations in Germany. 

To augment Corps medical. units and so assist DDsMS Corps in dealing 
'with these additional commitments, the following measures were taken:-

(i) A Field Dressin'g Station was removed from the order of battle of 
each Infantry Division (leaving Inf Divs with three Field Ambu
lances and one Field Dressing S,tation which was fully adequate to 
cover their medical needs in a long advance). These FDSs were 
placed under Army control, and sub-allotted to Corps on the scale, 
of two per Corps., " 

(ii) One light field, ambulance (each comprising an HQ capable of 
forming a ful1~scale Dressing Station 'and four sections each with 
its own M.O., orderlies, ambulance ca:t:s and medical equipment). 

(iii) Army held a small reserve ofFDSs and one extra Casualty Clearing 
Station, with which to replace FDSs allotted to Corps as they 
became "grounded'~'with ex PW or civil commitments. ' 

(iv) Three Field Hygiene Sections were made available for ex PW and 
DP catpps. 

, , ALLIED Ex PRISONERS ,aF WAR. 

Allied PW camps w.t;re in the first instance "uncovered" by Di~ision troops. 
a?d the initial, responsi9i~ity for providing ,medical aid and supervision was 
therefore that of the ADMS of the Division concerned. As the Division moved 
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f,orward with the advance, first Corps Medical Services, then Army medical 
units, 'took over the responsibility.' British and US prisoners of war who were 
sick or casualties were evacuated in the normal way, being given priority of air 
evacuation over all except battle casualties. Other Allied nationals were, so far 
as possible,collected into suitable centres under care of their own MOs (with 
British medical assistance), these centres being formed at convenient hospitals 
or camp hospitals as the advance proceeded. A list of these centres is apperided 
at Anne,xure "A". 

In general the PW camps were in disorder; 'the men having "gone wild" 
with the prospect of release had in many cases ransacked and even burnt down 

. some of the_ camp buildings, Electricity and water supplies were 'frequently 
out of order, and th~ sick had suffered from inattention. Hygiene personnel" 

'visited all cainps as' soon as they were uncOvered so as to supervise the camp 
hygien:e, inspect feeding arrangements, and to ensure that measures had been 
taken to dust with DDT all inmates prior to evacuation. It is pleasing to record 
that the British, Dominion and US camps were the best-organized and cleanest 
camps', with fairly good morale. The 'Rus~ians, too, showed creditable keenness 
to get organized, but their ideas oPs'anitation were indeed primitive. It was in 
the French and Italian camps that morale was at its lowest ebb-there appeared 
to be a complete lack of leaders, and the inmates were apathetic and made little 
or no attempt to "get things going."· ' 

~ f-. ' • 

A start was made with evacuation of sick and wounded French ex PW by 
aircraft from Luneburg shortly after the surrender; later ambulance trains 'for 
repatriation of -Dutch and B'elgian ex-prisoners were organized, and the first 
exchange of Russi~n ex.PW took place on June, 18. 

u;' 

DISPLACED PERSONS. 

Measures for the control and evacuation of displaced persons, was the re
sponsibility of Military Government, DPs, escapists and slave workers' from 
farms and f<j.ctories were first directed to' collecting posts whence they were' 
evacuated (by nationalities) to DP camps established' in Military Barracks, 
camps, or even part of a village, ' " 

Here they cooked, fed and li,ved on a family basis and te:.;tdea ta" allow filth 
and excreta to accumulate, Hygiene detachments supervised all 'the larger 
~entres and eventually restored hygiene and sanitary conditions to a proper 

,footing, ,Medical aid posts were established, arid sick requiring hospital treat
me~t w~re evacuated to Ex Prisoner of War Hospitals appropriate to their 
natIOnalIty, ' , " " 

The problem presented by concentration camps see~ed at fil~st al~ost in
superable,and the conditions in these camps had 'indeed to be seen to be 
believed. Of these camps, thc~t at Belsen (the so-called "sick persons' concentra
tion camp") was the largest uncovered in the British zone, the inmates totalled 
60,000, Other ,smaller ~oncentration camps were uncovered induding one at 
Sandbostel accommodatmg approximately 10,000 inmates, a large nuinber of 
whom were cases of chronic phthi~is: , 

,\ 
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lS~~, The Medical Services in North-West Europe (1944-45) 

GERMAN MILITARY MEDICAL INSTALLATIONS. 

A total of 28 German Military and Auxiliary Military,Hospitals had been 
, overrun by.the time of the capinHation; these were grouped together regionally 

and administered by "grounded" FDSs, or detachments (usually company 
strength) of a Field Ambulance.' Each unit or company supervised· a group of 
four to six German Military Hospitals totalling from 2,500 to 3,000 beds. The 
supervising British Unit was made responsible:-

(i) For removing to Prisoner of War .cages patients fit for ~ischarge 
from hospital; , , , 

(ii) For ensuring that cases were discharged when no longer in need 
of in-patient treatment so as to effect maximum economy in hos- . 
pital beds. Cases not fit to evacuate to PW-cages but only requiring 
out-patient treatment· were accommodated in. local houses (with 
security precautions) to attend the hospital as out-patients: many 
amputation cases were so disposed cif to release hospital beds; . 

(iii) For supplying from captured stocks, dr.ugs and dressings and for 
supervising economy in their use;' , 

(iv) For collecting local military dumps of medical equipment from 
outlying barns, where medical equipment had been dumped for 
dispersal reasons; 

(v) for receiving convoys of German wounded from Denmark and 
Schles,:,:ig Holstein (by captured ambulance trains). 

,With the German surrender, accommodation had to be found for some 
70,000 German Military sick and casualties from· Denmark, aIld certain Baltic 
ports where numbers of casualties from, the Eastern front. were awaiting un-
loading from ship,:;. ' 

Excluding GermaJ.l Field Medical1)ni~s there were some 50,000. hospital 
beds established in the Schleswig Holstein peninslJla, and, of these only 4,000 
were empty (disregarding 1,500 beds in Hamburg required for a British Mili
tary Hospital). In the Cuxhaven peninsula the situation was rather better, only 

·3,100 hospital beds being occupied out of a total of 4,900. Against the number 
of available hospital beds there remained to be budgeted some 10,000 casualties 
in transit by sea from Kurland and 8,000 casualties in ships ly!ng off Lubeck, 
Kiel and, Copenhagen. Instructions were therefore issued that the German. 
Medical Services woul~ immediately review all hospital ,cases and discharge to 
prisoner-of-war cages or to German concentration areas all cases no longer 
requiri:Q.g in-patient treatment and able to march up to 5 kilometres. To' 
increase the existing German hospital accommodation, resort was to be made'to 
double bunking wherever practicable, and facilities were afforded to German ' 
medical staffs .. to take' over addItional accommodation adjoining their existing 
hospital sites. Also as a'temporary measure, a small number 'of ambulance 
train parks were organized, each. park comprising four ambulance trains pro
viding a temporary 1,000-bed hospital; later, as beds became' available in the 
hospitals these ambulance train' parks were emptied of casualties. " German 
medical stores were organized under British control at Flensburg, Rendsburg, 
Lubeck and Neustadt; strict control was riecessary to ensure. that issues w~re 
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kept to minimum essential -requirements. Stocks of plaster of Paris~ inhalation 
anresthetics, and certain dressings were completely exhausted; fortunately intra
venous anresthetics were available as a substitute, and the shortage of dressings 
had to be met by compelling the civil population to make up the deficiency by 
dressings and bandages improvised from househeld materials (inclvdin'g sheets 
and muslin). ' ", ' ' 

In Denmark"too, the medical situation presented a serious problem. There 
were some 60,000 German military sick and casualties in German hospitals, and' 
as the normal number of sick and wounded held in Denmark was only 3,000 
to 4,000 the medical stores l?ased on this, figure were rapidly being exhausted. 
An officer was selected for duty as ADMS Denmark and attached to the 
SHAEF mission in Copenhagen; he was, allotted three Field Surgical Units to 
tour existing German 'hospitals on an area basis "screening" all cases no longer 
requiring in-patient hospital trefitment and ordering their discharge to selected 
camps in Denmark whe're German forces were being concentra~ed for repatria
tion. Arrangements were also instituted for the gradual evacuation (partly by 
hospital ships, but mainlyby,.ambulance trains) of the longer term German, 
casualties. By mid-June evacuation of German sick and wounded from Den
mark was proceeding satisfactoriiy at the rate of three ambulance trains and 
one hospital ship per week (cleating a total of ?,OOO to, 2,500 long-term, cases' 
weekly and 1,200 to 1,500 convalescents weekly.) There were good prospects, 
too, of rapidly increasing this rate of evacuation. As German Field Hospitals 
became cleared, they could be moved back to Germany to' 'provide further hos-
pital beds in the receiving zone. " ", 

The responsibility of the Army Medical Services in providing medical assis
tance for civil commitments had not materially lessened foll()wing the full 
estaplishment of Military Government, since this organization was quite unable 
to provide adequate resources to' cover its medical commitments. Most of the 
demands for large-scale medical assistance in civil problems continued to fall 
on the Army Medical Services; with the rundown of personnel and the 
increa~ing reduction in its resources it was becoming obvious that the Army 
Medical Services could not continue, this policy indefinitely and an _ effort was 
made by Military Government Public Health Branch to begin taking over 
responsibility for concentration' camps 'and the larger hospitals in use for 
Displaced Persons. 

A resume of captured German medical units and installations IS given at 
Annexure "B." 

ANNEXURE" A." 
HOSPITAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR Ex PRISONERS OF WAR AND DPs;' 

Location and Type of Details --:- Hospital and , Supervising 
camp 'sick bay accommodation Nationalities Medical Unit 

1 Corps- ' , 
,Bocholt A2462 PWX Hospital Badbentheim Eastern Russian Med. 
Holding Camp V6144 (550 beds) Sick Europeans Officers super-

Bay (capacity 10-30 (Russians) vised by 1 Corps 
cases) 
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Location and Type of 
camp . 

1 Corps (Contd.)
Borghorst A7692 (a) 
PWX Holding Camp 
(b) Trartsit Camp for, 
Brit and US 

Details - Hospital and 
sick bay accommodation 

Hospital Seminar 
Burgsteinfurt A7395 
(300 beds) Sick Bay 
(capacity 10-30 cases) 

Wee z e E 944360 Sick Bay (capacity 10-
PWX Transit Camp 30 cases) , 

Bislica A1444 DP 1 

N ati6nalities 

Eastern 
Europeans 
(Yugoslavs) 
Transit (Brit 
and US) 

Hammenkeln A2148} , 

Bocholt A2362 camps 
Rees Groin A0854 

.Greven A9189 DP 
Assembly Centre 

l Hospitals for DPs 
Kevelaer (200 beds) 

,'Bedburg (200 beds) 

Rheine V8009 DP 
Assembly Centre 

I 
J 

Hospital Thuine V8444 
for PWX (Non Brit 
and US) , , 

Everscheide W1712 Sick Bay' 
PWXHolding C~f!1P 

Osnabruck (Artillery Sick Bay 
Barracks) Assembly 
Centre 

8 Corps-
Hospital for DPs 
Flensburg C2395 
Hospit<J,I'for DPs 
Hasum .B9465 
Hospital Schleswig Eastern 

30 Corps-

C2763 Europeans 
Hospital Lubeck S9490, Eastern 

'Hospital Weizendorf 
X5282 (120 beds ex
panding to 220) 
Hospital (300 beds) 
Bomlitz X2982 ' 
Hospital (150 beds 
TB and surgical) Bad 
Rehburh X0128 

Europeans 

Italian 

Western 
Europeans 
Mixed· 

Supervisi~g 
Medical Unit 

Russian Med. 
Officers super
vised by 1 Corps 

I 1 Corps 
~Medical 

,) supervision 

, 50 FDS 

33 CCS 

15(S) Division 
Field Ambu
lance 

CorpsFDS 

Corps FDS 

Fallingbostel' X349755 Hospital in Camp 
PWX Holding Camp 

Russians (will 26 FDS 
later include 
Russian DPs) , 
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30 Corps (Contd.)
Location and Type of 

camp 
Celle X2756 Recep
tion and Dispersal 
Camp for PWX 

Details - Hospital and Supervising' 
sick bay accommodation Nationalities Medical Unit 
H?spitals in Celle Allied Eastern 21 U.Fd Amb 
Schutzenhaus (188 European PWX 
beds) Berufschule (151 . 
beds) available for 
PWX 

Nienburg X010497 Hospital in Camp Poles 49FDS , 
PWX Camp (now a 
holding camp for 
Poles) 

Heemson X026577 Russians, 
PWX French and 

Belgians 

I 

Nienburg W9950 Sick Bay 49FDS 
Assembly Centre for 
DPs 

ANNEXURE " B." 
. CAPTURED GERMAN MILITARY MEDICAL UNITS AND INSTALLATIONS. 

(a) Hospitals-

(i) West of theElbe .. {
German Military Hospitals and Auxiliary 

., Military Hospitais (300 beds or larger) . . 15 
Total beds\22,615 (approx) 

{

Military Hospitals . "" 37 
(ii) Denmark . . Field HospitaJs .. 20 

Medical Companies 14 

(iii) 
, ' Total bExls 60,000 (approx) 

Remaining under German (S hI . H' It' 80 000 'l't ""b d " 
I · C " t c eswlg osem , mllary es 

contro m orps zones, C h 4 900 'l't b" d . 
d . I d' G ux aven, ml 1 ary e s . 

"an mc u mg errnan· 0 d 
Field Medical Units Hamburg area 5,00 be s" 

(b) Hospital trains and Ambulance trains 
(c) Hospital ships and carriers .. 

61 
4 

(d) German Military Medical Stores 
Command Medical Stores 
Subsidiary" Dumps" in forward areas 
Denmark-Command Medical stores .. 
Approx total 1st June (excluding sub-

4 
7 
3 

, issues) ., 16,000tons 

185 

, ' 

In conclusion, I should like to' express my thanks to Lt.-Gen. Sir Alexander 
Hood,G.B.E., K.C.B., K.H.P., for permission to publish this account, and to 
Brig. H." L. Glyn Hughes, C.B.E., D.S.O.," M.C., for. his invaluable help and 
guidance in preparing the outline. My thanks are also due to Lt.-Col. G. A. 
Kane, O.B.E., TD., and Lt.-Col. R. J. PhiIlips, M.B.E., for their helpful advice 
in the Hygiene and Psychiatric sections, and to Q.M.S. Whittimore for his 
expert clerical assistance. 
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